
Kursk – The Original SPI Breakthrough 
By Joseph Godbout  

Kursk: Operation Zitadelle 4 July, 1943 SPI 
Editor’s Note:  In the SPI pantheon of heroes, Kursk (1971) is overlooked in its importance. 
The initial advert states it is “one of the second generation Test Series Games (TSG) with a 
high-quality playing board, die-cut counters, and a comprehensive rules folder.” It is all of 
that. It is really a key link in SPI becoming a game company, versus a hobby fanzine, which is 
very much what the playtest quality TSGs were.  Rudimentary as the components seem 
today, it is very much a step forward in quality from the TSG games. While it is preceded by 
some very important games –it is the first serious simulation on a single specific battle rather 
than a campaign. (AH's Gettysburg? Or Battle of the Bulge? You see my point.) Kursk 
ANALYZES the battle and gives you scenarios to allow you to ‘see what happens if different 
choices had been made.’  

More importantly, Kursk establishes in the hobby some key innovations that will be used for 
a generation: As gaming legend Joe Beard points out, these items include Mech movement 
before and after combat, motorized movement for the kampfgruppen units, and abstract air 
units to simulate the importance of the air force. More importantly, as he stated to me many 
years ago, it created a design standard using these, and should be known as the ‘Kursk 
series.’  
But …. How is the game?  Joseph Godbout will take us into the game, with a detailed 
review, and considerations of this, the original SPI breakthrough in operational gaming 
simulations.  – RHG  

Introduction: 
As the information on BGG informs 
us, Kursk came out a long . . . time . . . 
ago: 1971. It was designed by Sterling 
S. Hart (Is he still around? Is he with
us? Do these euphemisms ever creep
you out?) James F. Dunnigan is listed
for “Authentication and Editing.” The

editing we all get. But what the holy doodle is “authentication”? Was this to make sure that the game was 
real and not a forgery?! I get the sense that Dunnigan was keeping close tabs on Hart, but this is a guess. 



Redmond A. Simonsen had help with the components in the person of Marie Fredericks. There was “production testing;” which is what? A 1971 way of saying 
“play testing”? 

In case you are wondering (which you probably aren’t, which if this is the case, why are you here?) I think that this is a good game, one worth having and playing. 
I would not spend too much on a copy.  This is not an SPI grail game; however, Kursk did lead to many a memorable and cherished design.  

Yes, it is no longer the cutting-edge design that it once was; however, it is a good game. The low complexity of the rules means that you can focus on trying to 
play and win. Use the available errata and consider the house rules that are floating about. And don’t be fooled by such Orwellian nonsense as “derived errata.” 
A house rule under any other name, and you know the rest. This is a pet peeve of mine when some folks borrow other people’s work and then give it their own 
label. It’s nothing nefarious, but just another annoying display of petty ego. 

A Holden Caulfield moment: The inclusion of the motorized movement phase in the sequence of play is, in Holden’s words, “a big deal.” 



Editor’s note: A quick Rules Review of Kursk: 

As stated above, this is early stuff in the wargaming era, and the key change is the Sequence of Play. Old news now that 
everyone worked off this idea thereafter, we see the Motorized / Mech unit 
second movement phase – and what a game changer that was! Otherwise, 
Movement is normal – 1 movement point (MP) for each hex unless 
otherwise noted. 

 And the counters offered nothing unusual. Standard strength, and all 
designations are what we had come to expect in a wargame.   

Terrain is slightly different in that it is a die roll change rather than a strength multiplier. 

Zones of Control are a big deal, in 
that they are costly in this game. 
They are called ‘semi-active’ in this 
game which in later years would be 
Sticky but not Rigid.  

To move into an enemy ZOC from a 
non- Enemy ZOC is 3 ADDITIONAL 
Movement Points (MPs).  

To Leave an enemy ZOC costs 2 
ADDITIONAL MPs. 

Example: 

A mech unit leaving an Enemy ZOC and entering a 
Forest hex in an Enemy ZOC, it is 1 for a hex + 1 for 
Forest + 2 to leave a ZOC + 3 to enter a ZOC = 7. (Most 
German Mech have 8 MP, and Soviets, 6. Huh.) 

Friendly Units DO NOT negate Enemy ZOCs for 
Movement purposes but do for Supply.  

Stacking: STACKING COUNTS DURING MOVEMENT! 

Germans – 3 Divisions plus one non divisional unit. Three Non-Divisional German units = 1 Division for stacking. 
Russians – 3 Corps plus 1 non-corps unit. Three Non-Corps Russians = 1 Corps for stacking purposes. 



Supply: units must be able to trace a line through 10 hexes (any terrain type) to a railroad hex which leads off their friendly board edge. 

• The hexes, and the rail line MUST be free of enemy units AND enemy Zones of Control. (A friendly unit does negate an Enemy ZOC in the hex for Supply.)

Movement: Supply is checked at the beginning of the Movement Phase. If they are NOT in supply, their MPs are halved. (Fractions lost.)  

Combat: Supply is checked at the MOMENT of Combat. If they are not in Supply, their Attack and Defense strength is halved. (Fractions lost.) 

Combat:  

• Combat is voluntary. Units are NOT forced to attack just because they are adjacent.
• A unit may only participate in one combat per combat phase, so in any attack, all attacker’s strength is combined and all defender’s strengths are

combined to one attack.
• Multi-hex defenders may be attacked as one attack IF all defenders are adjacent to all defenders.
• Advance After Combat: If a Combat Hex is vacated, the opposite side may Advance into the vacated hex.
• Retreats: Move 1 hex in the direction of their supply lines. (Opposing player will retreat the unit. )
• NOTE: The Combat Results explanation fails to mention DR though the CRT has a DR result. Assume it is the same as Attacker Retreats – move 1 hex in

the direction of their supply lines. (Attacker will retreat the unit. )

Limited Units: Soviet Anti-Tank, Soviet Artillery Corps, and German non-Divisional Armor are LIMITED Units. They have no ZOC, and may not participate in 
combat without regular units. If Attacked by an enemy unit when not stacked with a  Friendly unit, they will be eliminated – no die roll needed.  

• Soviet Anti-Tank units may ONLY Defend and must be stacked with a friendly corps to do so.
• Soviet Artillery Corps may only Attack and must be stacked with a friendly corps unit to do so.
• German non-Divisional Armor have a [ ] around their Attack-Defense strength. They may use that strength only if stacked with a regular German combat

unit. To attack, they must be paired with at least one regular German unit that is participating in that attack.

Air Power: Kursk offers air units that can project power in aerial missions that either affect Ground Combat, or Enemy 
Movement and Supply Lines!  
There are 5 different missions for Air Units ( flying an air unit to a specific hex in its range.) 

1. Close Support – Add a +2 to the Attacker’s DR (Flies during owner’s Combat Phase)
2. Interdiction – interdicts a chosen hex – has same effect on Movement and Supply as if a ground unit were in that hex. (Flies during the enemy’s turn)
3. Combat Air Patrol (CAP) – Prevents Enemy Air from providing Close Support or Interdiction on a hex. (Flies during the enemy’s turn)
4. Air Superiority – Attempts to destroy Enemy Ground Support Elements (Flies during the friendly Combat Phase.)
5. Interception – Flies against Enemy Interdiction or CAP units. (Flies during the friendly initial Movement Phase.)

Optional Rules for Added Reality:  

German Kampfgruppen – if a German 4-8, 5-8, or 6-8 is destroyed (AX, DX, EX) while in supply, retreat instead and replace the unit with a KG unit. (1-8, 2-8) 

Russian Army Integrity – Russian 2-4 Corps must also be within 3 hexes of another Unit in the same Army. 2-5 Corps must also be within 5 hexes.  



Back to Joseph -- RHG  

And now for a few words from these dissenting voices: 

• “This game seemed outdated when I entered the hobby; the advances made at SPI had moved the goalposts of game design and presentation by '73."
• Kursk actually feels quite nice in its play, or perhaps a better word is ‘comfortable’, at least to a veteran gamer who much prefers this format to the

modern idioms. Something of a landmark design in its day, it is now an interesting relic from the early days of the hobby. I'd suggest it is well worth a look
for gamers interested in the history of board war gaming.”

• “When playing light hex and counter games slugfests like these are a bore.”
• “A "golden moldy." I'd play for nostalgia’s sake only. I remember being thrilled with this when I was a teenager, but the state of the art in gaming has

LOOOOONG passed this title by!”
• "One of Jim Dunnigan's early (and innovative)”--but I don’t think he designed it– “move-shoot-move designs. It's a poor topic on which to apply it as the

German panzer divisions have to slug their way through three belts of Soviet defensive lines backed by Red Army tank corps. There are better games on
the subject now.”

Digression #1: a stroll down amnesia lane. 
In my teen years, eons ago, I discovered a few loves: girls, faith, military history, plastic models and historical board games. My first wargame was Avalon Hill’s 
1914, and though I could not fathom how to play it, I loved the map and the inclusion of the option to invade the Netherlands. Most of my history books were of 
the Ballantine variety–remember when they only cost $1 per book?!--and Geoffrey Jukes Kursk: the Clash of Armour was among them. I also have some Marshall 

Cavendish magazines–remember those?--but 
issue #50, on “The Greatest Tank Battle in 
History,” is written purely from Ivan’s 
perspective. My disposable income, such as it 
was, paid for more war games than I could find 
the time to play, but I was pleased to have so 
many choices just sitting around. The downstairs 
pool table became the board space for SPI’s War 
in Europe, courtesy of the ping-pong table that 
fit on top. 

Having reached a time where looking backwards 
exceeds looking forwards, I wonder why these 

paper, cardboard and plastic–think cheap trays–games were so important to me once upon a proverbial time. They did not make my life any easier; my teenage 
years and into my early twenties were rough stuff. I think it was because wargames were–are–a thoughtful distraction from everything else. 



Most of my collection disappeared over time through water damage, moves, and selling things off. Graduate school, and a lack of space for solo gaming, meant 
very little gaming. I did manage to hang on to some, with pride of place going to SPI’s Barbarossa, not the dog’s breakfast version spitted out by TSR, but the one 
in the purple box. Sigh! Wargames are not a “hobby.” Like chess, once they enter your bloodstream, they never leave. When I began to devote more time and, 
rather foolishly, money, to rebuilding my collection I discovered BGG, and all that goes with it. Gosh golly! I sure miss those flame wars. 

One game that I had, lost, and now have again is SPI’s 1971 Kursk. I am grateful to have found a copy at a good price because it was sold to me by a good friend. 
I am indebted to Russell Gifford for his kind encouragement in regard to my actually playing and reviewing the game. It’s based on solo play. 

Digression #2: Why Kursk? 
Does the battle of Kursk interest you? Operation Citadel? Unternehmen Zitadelle? 

Yeah, me neither. Or at least not much. Much of what went on in Hitler’s twisted mind, along with the minds of his enablers–nothing like a possible anachronism 
to stir and sling the mud–was beyond bizarre, Kursk among them. Yes, I get the idea of cutting off the bulge in an effort to take many Soviets prisoner, shorten 
the line in anticipation of the next Stalin-driven steamroller, etc. But as we all know, the Germans were sticking their necks in a large noose with their eyes wide 
open. I just don’t get it.  

Hence, thus, therefore, some questions: 

1. Why launch the offensive when the Soviet defensive preparations–those infamous fortified belts, three in fact, so glaringly obvious? Thank goodness only
one fortified belt is currently needed for me. For now, at least.

2. How much was German hubris to blame, led by the egos of Hitler and Manstein?
3. Were the Germans’ new AFV’s the kicker for Hitler to give the green light? We all like our shiny new toys and tanks.
4. Was Model pulling his punches because he correctly anticipated the danger of the Soviet counter-offensive in the north? Was Model’s heart even in it?

Why did he depend so much on his infantry to punch holes for his tanks, a mistake he repeated on 16 December, 1944? How much of the German defeat
rests with Model?

5. Why was the offensive stopped by the Germans, first in the north, then in the south? I don’t think the invasion of Italy really counts; isn’t this another
myth?

6. How close were Manstein’s forces to breaking through, and what would a breakthrough look like? What would have happened if he had reached Kursk,
with no Model to greet him?

I have some reading to do. As in a fair bit. A lot. And I will briefly mention some titles later. The whole “panzers of Prokeorovka” myth has been dealt with by 
Toppell & Company. 



Components: 
My copy is the plastic flat tray, and this one is in decent shape; it must have been stored in a coal mine for decades. 

SPI rules, whether 21 inches by 14 inches like mine, or the smaller versions that you must 
unfold, were always a bit awkward to handle, as if just waiting to be torn. Various graphic aids 
are used to help distinguish the rules’ sections. There are some brief bits of advice on how to 
play the game (tactics, etc.). Repeating myself, something I tend to do, tend to do, do the 

tend, get the errata and house rules, 
derived, or otherwise.  

The map: 
It is standard stuff for its time, and rather 
sturdy stuff at that. Compare it with the 
later maps when Strategy & Tactics 
magazine began its slow decline into Lulu 

Doc Cummins’ land. Those maps were like tissue. Not here in 1971. The map is standard Simonsen 
for its day: sharp, clear, and almost devoid of colour. If it is a trade-off between clarity and 



sharpness, versus the potential for colourful crowding and confusion, I prefer Simenson’s “less is more” approach. 
 
For example, if you own, or have played, “Bitter End,” you get an idea of what it means to add the garnish to the garish when it comes to the Compass remake. 

But thank goodness the prolific Paul Rohrbaugh isn’t in charge of the universe’s map making, because for him 
“less is less.” 
 
The counters: 
Two sets of colours: one for the bad guys, and another for the other bad guys. Thankfully nothing is off kilter, lest 
I must write to the SPI’s offices in NYC and request a replacement set. The counters all have historical 
identifications–I assume historical, unless they were making it up as they went along; but Russ informs me that 
Dunnigan took pride in his OB research, so I think we are on safe ground. The unit IDs are clear, if oh so tiny, but 
whenever lettering is used for any of the Germans’ special units–think about Hitler’s obsession with lions and 
tigers and bears-makes them hard to see. “Lions and tigers and bears! Oh my!” 

My copy of the counters was unpunched; but if I want to play the game, then the counters must be punched. 
Sometimes I can even be logical. Hey, these things happen.  

I am less sympathetic about those who sit on a treasure trove of games that remain unpunched and unplayed. 
Are you planning a funeral pyre sendoff as you burn along with your beauties? Will you sell them when you are 
80? Another pet peeve of mine, and not furry and cute like my rabbits. 

 

The Set Up Charts (See next page)  

Digression #3 
What sources were available and utilized for the OB and the set-up positions for Kursk?   
 
Yes, I have a copy of the SPI book on the Eastern Front published in 1977. 
 
These are a part of the rules, if this was not clear. There are two: one for Kursk, and one for the Soviet counter-offensive that begins the roll-back of the 
Germans to kingdom-come. I played Kursk twice, which does not make me an expert; for the only thing I am an expert at is my inexactitude and pretty much 
everything going. I ignored almost all the historical unit designations, except for the SS panzer-grenadier and GD units; but there are only four of them, and they 
are the only 6 strength point units in the game, so it was easy. Setting the game up is the most time-consuming thing. I know not everyone likes having unit 
placements identified on the map, but I do. Kursk would benefit from someone’s homemade map, one for each of the two scenarios mentioned above. 



 

 

(These set up charts and alternate OB charts are some of the nicest work in any SPI game.) 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Comments on game one: 
 
Victory is based on real estate–the city of Kursk, in this scenario–and killing units. Motorized units are worth three points per strength point. I adopted the 
house rule that all units could move at least one hex, unless moving directly from one zone of control to another, a rule made official in later SPI designs.  

For my first 
game, I 
released the 
Soviet reserve 
armies right 
from the start, 
which is what 
the rules 
allow. 
 
The Germans 
always need 
to involve 
infantry in 
their attacks 
to help soak 
off” 
casualties. 
This is not 
necessarily 
realistic if the 
panzers are 
doing the 
heavy lifting, 
but maybe 
there is some 
kind of 
“design for 
effect” at 
work. Soviet 
propaganda 
then and later 



made claims of hundreds of German tanks destroyed. This myth 
has been extensively discredited by Toppell, Lawrence, etc. 
Therefore, maybe it makes sense to use infantry to cover as many 
loses as possible; however, I still experienced the loss of several 
German motorized units. 

I did not shift the panzers to attack the much weaker Soviet line in 
the Kursk bulge (attacking directly from the west) because I don’t 
feel it is in the spirit of the game. It is something worth trying, 
along with lots of other things, like not attacking at all, and forcing 
the Soviets to come out to play first. The CRT is designed to be 
rather bloodless, yet also rather risky for the attacker. A three-to-
one does not guarantee success, which I find somewhat 
refreshing. Experienced gamers know all about the bean counting 
to try and reach 3-1 odds to ensure victory. Not so in Kursk. 

Among the things that are both historical and baffling–a paradox 
of some dimension–is that there isn’t much, if anything, in the 
way of strategy in this wargame. The Germans must do their best 
to punch holes through the Soviet units and fortified belts while 
attempting to cause more losses than they suffer. The Luftwaffe 
must pile on the hexes where the Germans hope to break 
through. Victory points can be earned by destroying one another’s 
air forces, and I did some of that on the German side in both 
games because their movement range is greater than the Soviets. 
But it does not pay to be distracted from the ground game. I 
would need a lot more plays with the game to decide on when to 
switch from a ground support role to attacking Soviet air units. 
Perhaps in the final turn or two of a game, the Germans could do 
this.  

  



In the northern section of game one, I moved up Model’s armour 
and put more of it into the attack from the beginning of the game. 
The photos will show the slow progress. In the southern section, 
most of the German armour was in position. I pretty much ignored 
attacking east by the Donets, and just attacked towards Kursk. I was 
able to get through the first fortified belt; but the other belts, and 
Soviet zones of control, prohibit any quick break out. This is not 
maneuver warfare; it’s a bloodbath, with no subtlety about it. 
 
Because I allowed the Soviet reserve armies to enter on the first 
turn, they began to position themselves in the north for the counter-
offensive that Model expected. In the Kursk bulge, units moved to 
help form additional lines of zones of control to further slowdown 
the Germans. 
 
Digression #4: Can designs like Kursk be considered fun to play? 
 
I'm glad you asked because I was wondering the same thing.  

Well, we can waffle our way around by asking inane questions like, 
“What is fun?” Or we could waffle a bit less by saying “sometimes,” 
or “maybe,” or “it depends on how drunk I am at the time,” and that 
sort of dodgeball. Fun to me should involve a tight, tense, game, 
with both sides having chances. The outcome of this game and the 
next saw the Soviets scoring more points by holding Kursk, and 
killing off German units, but the rules called the results a draw in 
both instances. In this sense, both sides have chances. I find Kursk to 
be fun, not because I found it exciting, though it could be, but 
because it is an interesting puzzle. 

By turn three of the first game, Model–I–released the pressure in 
the north too soon. Bobby Fischer famously said–where is this 
quote?--that in chess one needs to know when to punch and when 
to duck: a boxing analogy. I ducked a bit too soon, not having the 
confidence, or the experience, to realize that the Soviets would not 
break through quickly, though they would break through eventually. 



But what is the point of getting close to capturing Kursk to find yourself in danger of being encircled? The point is that risks must be taken between evenly 

matched opponents for victory to be possible.  



I used Soviet air support to help defend likely places for the Germans to attack. As the Germans, I either had to spend an air unit to nullify the Soviet support, or 
attack elsewhere. 

Fortified 
zones and air 
units 
supporting 
ground units 
in defense 
subtract two 
from the die 
roll. On the 
CRT, this is 
huge. The 
attacker 
needs to com-
pensate for 
this or even 
risk having 
units 
eliminated. 
You must 
keep an eye 
on your ability 
to retreat; the 
rules do not 
allow for the 
displacement 
of units, an 
old-school 
draconian 
approach to 
overcrowding. 
 
The photos 
will show the 
progress in 



the south: not enough to draw Soviet units away from attacking in 
the north. There are just too many reserve armies. I think that even 
the house rule for releasing them–roll a die each turn, and if the die 
is the same or lower, all the armies come out to play–needs 
tweaking. The history books could tell me the timeline that 
occurred. Perhaps one in the north, one in the south, but not all at 
once for each turn beginning with the first turn that Soviet reserve 
armies can directly enter the fight could be considered. 

I stopped at the end of game three because the Soviets were too 
strong for any meaningful breakthrough to occur. In both games, I 
found myself hoping for an exchange, because it seems to be the 
best way of making progress by removing Soviet defenders. The flaw 
in this is obvious. As in many other Eastern Front games I have 
played, the Axis side often does not have the infantry needed to 
help free up and support the panzers. 
 



 



 



If the game continued, the Soviets would go for a “tactical” 
victory, which is 1.5 to 1 in terms of victory points: Kursk is 
the one piece of real estate worth something at 20 victory 
points. 

 

 



Comments on game two: 
For the second game, I adopted the historically based house rule to allow for some sort of delay with the reserve armies. It makes a large 
difference in how things might unfold. I ignored air suppression and reinforced–you can add more than one air unit to the ground combat–my 
attacks to punch more holes. I went east from the Donets, but it never amounted to anything: How did III Panzer Corps do it? Still, another 

part of the battle 
for my research. I 
also used the 
optional 
“continuous line” 
rule and picked up 
15 victory points 
for the Germans 
over the course of 
the four turns I 
played. Small 
potatoes. 
 
By the end of their 
turn three, the 
Germans were 
within 5 hexes of 
Kursk in the north 
and the south. 
This came at a 
cost of three 5-8 
and two 4-8 units, 
not counting the 
infantry. (I will 
have to check my 
photo of the dead 
pile to see if this 
number is 
correct.) Turn 
three is also the 
turn that the 
Soviet reserve 



armies entered the battle. 

I stopped at the end of turn four with the Soviets ahead on points (I’ll look at my turn four photo and count them up again). Two more turns 
would decide if they would win a marginal or tactical victory. Only luck or dumb play would have allowed the Germans a chance. 
 
One odd thing about the objective of Kursk (the hex worth 20 victory points) is that it is not the point of the battle: destroying the enemy is 
what counts. Kursk isn’t Moscow or Stalingrad; but perhaps the history books tell us that by 4 July 1943, its symbolic importance had grown. 

Below – the original suggestions from SPI on play of Kursk, and the follow-up ad to the game - from 1971!  

 

 

 

 

  



Digression #5: the Books 
I have many foibles. Among them is the compulsion to either buy history books that go with games or buy the games that go with the history books. The images I 

uploaded provide an idea of what I hope to read in the coming months; but such hopes will be 
derailed by other games and other books. The fun never stops. I am blessed to have these things, but 
they don’t make me into a better human being. Giving to the poor and those in need, rather than 
spending it on myself, would see to my growth as a person. Remember, this is another “digression.” I 
will leave the pulpit and say the briefest things about this bevy of books. I would appreciate knowing 
the opinions of others, especially those who have read them, cover to cover. Remember: my 
comments are not worth the paper they are printed on. Good thing this is being done in cyber-land. 
 
The Roman Toppell book is disappointing. It’s supposed to be the best thing since unsliced bread on 
the battle of Kursk, but it is too short in length and coverage. 
I owned the Glantz and House book years ago 
and gave it away. Naturally, I needed it again 
because I wasn’t satisfied with any of the books 
that cover the full battle, with the lead-up and 
aftermath. And I am still not satisfied. Glantz’s 
prose style has improved over the years he has 
been publishing, but it’s still not advisable to 
bring his words too close to an open flame. His 
style is certainly better when teaming up with 
House. This book does not say much (in length) 
about the context leading up to Kursk. The maps 
are excellent. But Christopher Lawrence thinks 
that this title still propagates some of the 
mythology around the battle. 
 

I haven’t done anything with the Nipe book. I owned it for years, and only removed the shrink a couple of 
weeks ago. What a schmuck! Me, not Nipe. 
 
Zamulin is the Charles Dickens among these authors; he appears to be paid by the word. My bias has always 
been that I want the German/Axis perspective covered in the most depth and detail. I am not particularly 
interested in equal coverage for those on the other side of the hill; but I do hope that historians will be 
aware of their own biases and try to be fair and balanced. 
 
The Oxford Germany volume VIII is how I wanted, or want, all the other volumes in the series to be. Finally, 
good, concise, insightful coverage on the actual fighting. I have read large chunks of this, and I recommend it 



if you can afford it. The maps are great. 
 
The Healy book embarrasses me because I bought it and returned it ten years ago; and I bought it again. There is not one single footnote or endnote in it. Not. 
One. At. All. Healy is more repetitive than me: and that’s saying something. He has comments, like what Hitler thought of Manstein, that I have never read 
elsewhere. This would be fine if he were to do what an historian should do: cite your sources! His slow leadup to the fighting makes you wonder if we will ever 
arrive on the battlefield. 
 
Robin Cross is for completeness, much like the title by Geoffrey Jukes. 
 
The article by Mark F. Teehan is something to which I will return. I need to “give it a think” before I comment. 
 
The books by Christopher Lawrence: these are the gems for the Southern part of the battle. Yes, the maps are hard to read: why not include more modern 
maps? But that’s about the only foible, other than the reality that the first book is out of print. Oh, and that you can’t hold it on your stomach while trying to 
read in bed. And that you will have to pay for an extra ticket if you choose to fly with 
it. I was able to afford it after selling some games. I think that Lawrence’s style of 
writing is of quality superior to the others. 
 
Repeating myself, myself: I would like others to take the time to share their thoughts, 
and to add more books to the list. The Nash books to the right of the one photo are 
excellent, by the way, though they are not about Kursk, but are a history of the IV SS 
Panzer Corps. 

 

A tentative conclusion about Kursk “Are we there yet?!" 
 
In a design that includes the motorized movement phase, there isn’t the space or 
freedom of movement to exploit. This is a bit ironic; but the inclusion of this led to 
many other designs where both players could try their hand at blitzing, surrounding, 
and pretending to ride in a tank, which some of you have in the service of your 
respective countries. 
 
In my Year of the Rat review, I talked about the tension that can be found on the South Vietnamese side. Backed by American air support, ARVN marines and 
rangers move hither and thon, from one crisis to another. One of you mentioned how you won the game by rolling a one on the last turn. It will take some full 
six-turn games to see if Kursk has this sort of “fun factor.” At present, it represents a puzzle to be solved with patience and . . . luck. I sense that the Germans 
have to cut deeper behind the Soviet lines and try to make a large pocket. Make a feint towards Kursk? The scale is too small, and the units too few, to get away 
with this. Cross the Donets in force and turn up, while staying just over 5 hexes away from the Soviet reserve armies (the house rule says that if you get within 5 
hexes, they are released)? Have Model swing down in the north? Get a set of pinchers going? But this was the plan in 1943; and it failed. 



Units are always in supply in this game, which makes sense given the short timeframe. Surrounding units means trying to kill them off by getting odds that will 
bring a chance that they will have to retreat into your zones of control, which means elimination. 
 
This isn’t Newtonian science, or any of the great women and men and individuals who followed Sir Isaac. But the early SPI games should not be tossed aside for 
not being “cutting edge,” an idea, whether or not you like this game, or any of these book titles, or this review, is a matter of one’s definition and opinion. 
People use expressions like “think outside of the box” which are meaningless: how does one go about defining what this means? If it means “think differently,” 
then say it as such. But even that cliché has to be explained. What does “cutting edge” mean? Shiny graphics from GMT–don’t misunderstand, they are my 
favorite publisher–or Compass or . . . Paul Rohrbaugh?! 
 
If there is a relic in the comments on Kursk it lies in thinking that it, and its SPI kin, are extinct in so far as they no longer have the ability teach us anything about 
the history of the time period in question, and that they lack the "cutting edge"--there's that useless phrase again--of today's designs. The relic is to think that a 
design from 1971 cannot be worth are time, and that there’s no chance it will be fun to play. Given the research limitations that existed for SPI, games like Kursk 
should be praised for what they were able to accomplish, not for what they lack. 
 
"If you can't learn to respect your elders, learn to respect your betters." Big Jake 

These early SPI games make what we have today possible. You don’t have to like Kursk, and though I do like it, this classic will never be in my top ten list, or top 
twenty, if BGG ever expands the number. Yet, I enjoyed my two shortened games. Reflecting on my experience, and looking at my notes–yes, I took notes–I do 
remember tension building. It came from my asking, as the German player: what am I going to do next? The Soviets are not exactly on autoplay, but their 
“strategy” is plugging the holes and plugging them some more, while preparing to come down on the Orel salient like the proverbial ton of bricks. 
 
You can find the house rules floating around–remember: “derived errata” is still a set of house rules; “and a rose by any other name would smell as sweet.” They 
are useful, practical, and not based on science fiction. If you are interested in the evolution of games, of the battle, of SPI, and if I have a leg upon which to stand, 
get a copy; but don’t spend big bucks on it. 

An afterward, of sorts: 
That this SPI Kursk game is not the best designed on the battle, at this scale, is a guess I feel safe to hazard. I have two other Kursk games, but I have not played 
them. Perhaps the lack of popularity for the battle stems from the head-bashing both sides give and take, and the low odds of a German victory. The C3i Kursk 
game is on the campaign, rather than the battle itself, and it is a different kettle of cliches. The SPI Kursk game is better than anything churned out by Ty Bomba, 
he who would rate his own designs an 11 if only BGG would allow it. But any comparison to "La Bomba" sets the bar low. Very low. Game design did not stop 
with Kursk: another obvious statement. The game should be respected for opening the way to bold, and better, designs. 
 
Now, about that article: 
The Mark F. Teehan--do you ever wonder for what the middle initial stands?--"Kursk in Parallel" article was published in MOVES magazine donkey years ago 
around the time of the Kursk game. It is not worth the time to dissemble because it is mostly codswallop. I don't think he is consistent in his overall direction, but 
there is no thesis statement. He provides names, numbers and details and quotes the Jukes' book once(!). He has some comments in line with mine (the non-
codswallop parts), thinks it is realistic for July 4, but not for August, which I did not play. 
 


